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Indexing plungers made of steel and stainless steel –
designed and suitable for many applications
News from Ganter of Furtwangen
Ganter, makers of standard machine elements, have enlarged their
unique indexing plunger range with the GN 817.4 indexing plunger.
These plungers feature a T-handle in place of a knob and are designed for use where greater unlocking forces are required.
In general, indexing plungers are suitable for the quick and safe
locking of elements which slide against each other.

Indexing plungers GN 817, GN 817.2 , GN 817.3 and
GN 817.4

The pressure spring and the locking mechanism are integrated in
the head or in the T-handle in all design variants of the GN 817
standard element. This prevents dirt from entering the mechanism
and guarantees the proper function at all times.
The design variants with lock nut are used in applications where
the plunger pin must not protrude temporarily. In that case the
knob or the T-handle is turned by 90° after retracting. A notch then
keeps the plunger in that position.
All indexing plungers are offered with and/or without counter nut
and with and/or without lock nut. Steel or stainless steel versions
are obligatory.
For special knobs and for applications where the indexing plunger
cannot be operated manually, Ganter offers the GN 817 indexing
plungers also with a threaded pin.

GN 817.2 indexing plungers have a longer operating knob.
To allow reasonably priced precision positioning with the DIN 179
guide bushes, Ganter supplies the GN 817.3 indexing plungers
where the positioning accuracy does not depend on the indexing
plunger guide of the bolt in the locking mechanism, but on the
precision of the positioning guide and the bolt. Both elements are
hardened and polished.

Find out more in the internet at www.ganter-griff.com
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